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INTRODUCTION

The year 1993 marks the 51st anniversary of the Atomic Age. It began

with the first controlled nuclear chain reaction by Enrico Fermi at the

University of Chicago. This important experiments took place in deepest

secrecy as a part of Manhattan Engineer District Project for the military

purpose during the Second World War.

?1 years after this greatest achievement of Scientists and Engineers,

and 40 years after the "Atoms for Peace" proposal of President

Eisenhower at the UN General Assembly ; the peaceful use of nuclear

energy appears to be at a crossroad. Will this energy source continue to



have 10 be implemented successfully. Therefore, these R & D programs

are being executed at national level with well coordinated efforts.

As Korea approach to the mature nuclear technology, the needs for a

more safe and economic uses of nuclear energy is growing. Accordingly,

"Development of Next Generation Reactor Technology" was selected as a

national R&D project aimed at the 21st century. The project will be

implemented in parallel with an evolutionary APWR development. The

demonstration of a first such advanced nuclear power plant is targeted

by 2007. The overall project management will be implemented by

KKPCO. The necessary R & D works will be carried out by Center for

Advanced Reactor Research (CARR), Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute(KAREI). and various research organizations in Korea.

In order to maximize the utilization of limited Uranium resource, Fast

Breeder Reactor of a 150 MWe prototype is to be commissioned by

2011 through indigenous efforts and international cooperation. The FBR

commercialization is expected from 2025.

To support an advanced reactor technology development. Nuclear Fuel

Cycle Technology is being developed. The development of advanced

high burn-up fuel for PWR and advanced fuel for HWR are targeted by

lyy.S. Advanced fuel for new reactor and FBR is to be developed in

accordance with the progress of these reactor technology to be followed.

In other sector of R&D, the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Computerized

Tomography was successfully commercialized with a technical support

of KAIST team as an outstanding example of Nuclear Technology R&D in

medicine. It is also notable that radioisotopes are being widely used for



I ho social and economic development in industry as a nondestructive

examination, nucleonic gauge and control system, and tracer application;

in agriculture, food preservation and medical sterilization.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Chernobyl accident and the rapid democratization movement has

triggered public concerns on the safety of nuclear power plants.

Moreover, due to the lack of proper public information and the

education on radwaste and spent fuel in timely manner to the

communities surrounding the potential site, Anmyondo incident in 1991

was a violent eruption of public outcry and strong public expression of

NIMBY on proposed repository siting for the low level radwaste and

spent fuels.

To improve public acceptance of nuclear energy, the public information

and education on the advanced nuclear reactor and fuel cycle

technology has to be made widely available to the general public and

the students in grade and high schools as a national concerted campaign

as the project progress.

The correct understanding on the important role of an advanced nuclear

reacior technology in the future framework of viable and sustainable

energy supply options via proper education would be the first basis for

public acceptance. Then, the apropriate public information services of

relevant research organizations, regulatory and licensing agency, and

utility would be the second basis for the public acceptance of advanced



nuclear reactor technology as an essential part of an advanced nuclear

power system.

l-'rom a survey conducted in 1991, it was revealed that the public were

ambivalent toward nuclear power; most people(70-80%) recognize a

nuclear power plant as a necessary facility to supply electric power, but

at the same time have the strong NIMBY syndrom.

In accordance with "Act for Supporting the Communities Surrounding

Power Plants", the substantial assistance has been provided by the

utility in order to help improve living standards and daily conveniences.

These assistances will certainly improve NIMBY syndrom and the public

acceptance of the communities surrounding nuclear power plants. In

1991. the Organization for Korea Atomic Energy Awareness( OKAEA )

was activated with the dedicated sole purpose of improving the Public

Acceptance of Nuclear Energy by the vigorous public information and

education campaigns.

These assistances and campaigns would certainly help improve NIMBY

as well as the public acceptance. However, the major basic controlling

(actors lor improving the public acceptance does not depend on how

much assistances, campaigns or efforts are made, but rather on whether

the public can really understand the merits of safety or economic

improvements resulting from the newly developed Advanced Nuclear

Power System. In this context, the transparency of safety becomes the

important requirement. Thus, the simplicity of system design would be

the most essential design requirement for Next Generation Reactor

Technology to enhance public acceptance.



MAJOR ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS

While there are no public acceptance issues on the other sectors of

peaceful uses of atomic energy such as the Radioisotope and Radiation

Technology Application in medicine, industries, and agriculture;

however, the public concerns for nuclear power in particular the reactor

safety under severe accident and radwaste disposal is high due to global

consequence of Chernobyl accident and the democratization movement

in Korea. In addition, because of a nonproliferation and denuclearization

issues in Korean penninsular, the national commitment and clear policy

statement with respect to the "Atoms for Peace" is not only often

overshadowed, but very little national public information campaigns.

The prime objective of developing an advanced nuclear power system is

to improve the public acceptance and NIMBY of nuclear energy as

mentioned above. The reduction of Actinide in radwaste can be

acomplished by developing an Actinide Burning Advanced Liquid Metal

Reactor. Most nuclear scientists and engineers are cofident of improving

the public acceptance by developing the advanced reactor technology.

As for any technological innovation, the public acceptance of advanced

nuclear power system will not depend on design safety improvement

alone, but require public support and good communication to achieve

that support. In the past, communications weakness such as mixed or

, confusing messages have sometimes created barriers between the

| technical community and the public. Thus, the real issue is how to

( communicate effectively with the public for the merit of advanved
i

reactor deployment. Therefore, the role of mass media is crucial.
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Then, the essential issue is how safe is safe enough for the public to

accept such advanced reactors to be deployed in the future. In order to

minimize the cost and risks of such advanced reactor deployment, a

good balance should be maintained between technological innovation

and relevant public information & education to enhance public

acceptance. The thrust behind Korean Nuclear Power Program is the

continuous healthy demand for electric power. Such healthy demand

enable us to accommodate advanced nuclear power system, new reactor

technology development, and the beneficial concepts or features.

The development of nuclear technology for the social and economic

betterment is currently utilized widely in the agriculture, industry,

medicine, food preservation and medical sterilization. For the public

information and education of "Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy", IAEA

can provide an objective and authoritative materials in particular on the

development of advanced nuclear power system, it's fuel cycle, and

radwaste management, to the interested member states. Disseminating

a such information, the role of mass media and educational institution is

also very crucial to communicate properly to the public and students in

grade as well as high schools.
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